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Helicobacter spp., including the well-known human gastric pathogen H. pylori, can cause gastric diseases in humans and

other mammals. They are Gram-negative bacteria that colonize the gastric epithelium and use their multiple flagella to

move across the protective gastric mucus layer. Different Helicobacter spp. differ in the number and arrangement of

flagella, as well as in the size and shape of their cell body. The most well-studied of these is H. pylori, which is unipolar

and lophotrichous (multiple flagella at one pole). Some of these bacteria are bipolar, e.g., the lophotrichous H. suis, and

the monotrichous H. cetorum. The motility of H. pylori, H. suis, and H. cetorum was described in the review in
Microorganisms 2023 linked above. 
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1. Dependence of H. pylori Swimming on Cell Shape and Number of
Flagella

The motility and chemotaxis of H. pylori have been discussed in earlier reviews focused on explaining the flagella and

chemotaxis molecular machinery . By tracking bacteria microscopically several researchers examined the motility of H.
pylori. These studies show that the swimming characteristics of H. pylori depend on the shape of the cell, the size of the

bacterium, and the number of flagella. Early studies examined the swimming of H. pylori in viscous polymer solutions to

mimic the viscous mucus environment  and compared the helical H. pylori with straight–rod E. coli to address the effect

of the helical shape . Karim et al.  showed that both H. pylori and C. jejuni swam faster than E. coli in aqueous

cultures, presumably due to their helical body shape .  Martinez et al.   examined the effect of the helical shape of H.
pylori in detail, using time-resolved phase contrast microscopy to compare the swimming of wild-type, helical H. pylori
strains with isogenic, straight-rod mutants (Δcsd4 and Δcsd6) which lacked the helical-shape-determining peptidoglycan

peptidases, Csd4 or Csd6 . They noted that the helical shape of the cell body confers about a 7–20% advantage in

swimming speed, depending on the strain. They also found that the swimming speed of H. pylori varies considerably

among different strains due to differences in cell size and the number of flagella. The distribution of speeds in any given

sample is very broad due to variations in cell size, shape, and the number of flagella, as well as temporal changes in

speed during swimming. To examine the effect of varying the number of flagella, they compared the wild-type B128 strain

of H. pylori (median number of flagella = 3) with its isogenic flagellar mutants, fliO  (median 1 flagellum) and sRNA_T

(median 4 flagella). They observed that the speed was increased in the sRNA_T mutant, which has an extra flagellum

compared to the wild-type, and decreased in the case of fliO , which has on average only one flagellum .

Bacteria tracking studies show that H. pylori exhibit a run-reverse-reorient swimming mechanism  in aqueous

broth as well as in viscous solutions. In the case of H. pylori, an unbundled state of tumbling or re-orientation can occur 

 between the forward and reverse runs. The analysis of trajectories using the methods developed by Theves et al. 

to obtain the distributions of run speeds, change in orientation angle, and reversal frequency shows that the reversal

frequency decreases for H. pylori swimming in viscous methylcellulose and porcine gastric mucin (PGM) solutions

compared to Brucella broth (BB10) .

By imaging H. pylori at high magnification (100×) and at 100–200 frames per second, Constantino et al.  were able to

track the motion of individual bacteria as they swam. The trajectory of a single bacterium at high magnification showed a

characteristic oscillation superimposed on the track of its motion. This feature arises from the rotation of the cell body. To

maintain a net zero torque at the flagellar pole, the cell body rotates in the opposite sense relative to the flagellar bundle.

The rotation of the cell body can be seen as a change in the relative orientation of its microscopic image as it swims.  The

movies in  show the flagellar bundle rotating counterclockwise during the forward run (the bacterium acting as a pusher)

and rotating in the opposite sense (clockwise) during the reverse motion, with the bacterium acting as a puller. By imaging

the circular motion of bacteria swimming close to surfaces, Antani et al.  showed that H. pylori swim at a faster speed

when they move as a pusher with flagella rotating counterclockwise, as compared to the reverse run as a puller with

flagella rotating in the clockwise rotation. By examining mutants lacking the phosphorylated response regulator CheY-P,
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they concluded that CheY-P binding to the flagellar motor promotes the clockwise rotation in H. pylori. Howitt et al. 

showed that mutants of H. pylori lacking ChePep, a protein that is required for polar localization of some of the

chemotaxis components, show more frequent reversals and sustained swimming in the reverse direction, implying that

ChePep plays an important role in controlling the directional persistence of motility.

Dependence of H. pylori swimming speed on the rheology and pH of the medium. As H. pylori have to swim through

mucus in order to colonize the gastric epithelium it is important to examine the effect of the viscosity and pH of the

medium on the swimming speed. Studies of H. pylori swimming in solutions of the synthetic polymer methylcellulose show

that the swimming speed increases with increasing viscosity in the low viscosity regime, followed by a decrease at higher

viscosities . Celli et al.  examined the swimming of H. pylori in PGM which contains Muc5AC, the major high

molecular weight glycoprotein component responsible for the rheological properties of gastric mucus . PGM is

known to form a gel at pH < 4, while it remains a viscous solution above that pH . Celli et al.  observed that, in the

absence of urea, H. pylori bacteria did not swim in PGM mucin gels at pH 4 and lower, although their flagellar bundle

rotated. Upon adding urea, the bacteria were observed to swim, and the pH of the medium went up as indicated by a

fluorescent dye in the external medium. Urea hydrolysis produces NH  which increases the pH of the mucin solution,

causing it to de-gel and enabling the bacteria to swim . Thus, H. pylori utilize the urease-mediated hydrolysis of urea

not only to survive in the highly acidic gastric environment  but also to swim in the mucus layer. Su et al.  compared

the pH-dependent swimming characteristics of H. pylori in PGM solutions and BB10 culture broth. They found that in both

PGM and BB10, the swimming speed decreased as the pH fell below 4, but in BB10 the bacteria continue to swim at pH <

4, whereas in PGM the bacteria are stuck in various ways to the gel network, their flagella rotate, but they do not swim.

They also noted that decreasing pH leads to a decreased fraction of motile bacteria, with a decreased fraction of fast

swimmers in the distribution of speeds and net displacement of trajectories. The combination of the effect of pH on the

flagellar motors and the sol-gel transition of mucin leads to optimal swimming at a slightly acidic pH of around 5 in porcine

gastric mucin.

2. Motility of the Bipolarly Flagellated H. suis

Studies of several bacteria with bipolar flagella have shown that they swim with one or both flagella extended (E) away

from the body acting as a pusher or a puller, or wrapped (W), in which case the flagellar bundle reverses its orientation

and rotates while wrapped around the body . Wrapped flagella have also been observed in unipolar bacteria .

For the long and tightly coiled (6–8 turns) bipolar bacterium H. suis, Constantino et al.  were able to visualize the thick

bundles of 8–12 flagella and track their motion by using time-resolved phase contrast microscopy at 100× magnification

and frame rates of 100–200 fps. Their study showed that, regardless of media, the flagellar bundles of H. suis also

assume one of two configurations, E or W. These two configurations correspond to different modes of swimming

determined by whether the flagellar bundles at the opposite poles are extended or wrapped around the cell body. This is

illustrated schematically in Figure 1.

Figure 1. H. suis bacterium corresponding to either an extended (E) or a wrapped (W) configuration of the flagellar

bundle. The EE mode corresponds to both bundles extended, EW to one extended and the other wrapped, and WW to

both wrapped. Adapted from Constantino  under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License.

Wrapping the flagellar bundle around the body provides additional propulsion. H. suis predominantly swim with the lagging

flagella extended behind the body and the leading flagella wrapped around the body (EW mode). During a smaller fraction

of the runs, H. suis swim with both bundles extended away from the body (EE mode) or wrapped around the body (WW

mode). However, in the EE or WW modes, the speed was greatly reduced, and the trajectories showed many more

reorientations, suggesting that in the EE case, the two flagellar bundles were both acting as pushers and thus negating

each other’s action. The fast-swimming EE mode, with one flagellum acting as a pusher and the other as a puller, was not

observed. The WW mode could correspond to both flagella acting as pullers in opposite directions. The trajectories in the

EW mode are almost linear, whereas, in the WW and EE modes, the bacteria travel lesser distances and display

trajectories that show characteristics in between a ballistic and a random-walk motion. Calculations using the Method of

Regularized Stokeslets for different modes of the flagellar bundles, including a rolling motion for the wrapped flagellar

bundle and the usual pusher-puller mechanisms for the extended bundle, were in qualitatively good agreement with the

experimental findings .
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3. Motility of H. cetorum, a Monotrichous Bipolar Fusiform Bacterium

H. cetorum is a fusiform, slightly helical bacterium with bipolar, monotrichous flagella . Constantino  reported a live-

cell tracking motility study of H. cetorum in BB10. The trajectories of H. cetorum  resemble those of H. pylori and H. suis,

with the characteristic cell body rotation superimposed on linear tracks. Analysis of the trajectories of H. cetorum indicates

a tendency to swim in the same direction for long periods without much reorientation over the tracks. The single flagellum

of H. cetorum is very thin and could not be visualized in time-resolved phase contrast microscopy, unlike the thick bundles

of the lophotrichous H. pylori and H. suis bacteria.

4. Comparison of the Motility of H. pylori, H. suis, and H. cetorum

A comparison of all the measured swimming and shape parameters for H. cetorum, H. suis, and H. pylori is shown in

Figure 2. Table 1 gives the average speed V, cell body rotation rate Ω, and cell shape parameters: length L, diameter d,

and pitch P for these three Helicobacter spp. For this comparison, the researchers utilized the H. suis data swimming in

the EW configuration because that corresponds to an optimum run .

Figure 2. Dot plots of the measured motility and shape parameters for H. pylori in blue (HP), H. suis in green (HS), and H.
cetorum in orange (HC) swimming in BB10 broth. The horizontal lines indicate the mean and the vertical lines indicate the

standard deviation. (A) Average speed, V for each run. (B) Body rotation rate, Ω for each run. (C) Distance traveled per

revolution, V/Ω, for each run. (D) Body length, L of each bacterium. (E) Body diameter, d of each bacterium. (F) Body

pitch, P of each bacterium; H. cetorum is fusiform, it was only slightly helical, and pitch could not be measured from the

images obtained in this study. It can be approximated by the body length. The H. pylori data shown here are the same as

in . The H. suis data correspond to the EW configuration. Adapted from Constantino .

Table 1. Average speed V, cell body rotation rate Ω, and cell shape parameters: length L, diameter d, pitch P of H. pylori,
H. suis, and H. cetorum in BB10 broth. The H. suis data are for the EW case, as runs can only be observed in that mode.

H. pylori H. suis H. cetorum

V (μm/s) 17 ± 12 23 ± 7 39 ± 14

Ω (s ) 15 ± 12 45± 24 20 ± 4

V/Ω (μm) 1.2 ± 0.2 0.6 ±0.2 1.9 ± 0.6

L (μm) 2.29 ± 0.08 7 ± 1 2.8 ± 0.6

d (μm) 0.7 ± 0.1 0.8 ± 0.05 0.77 ± 0.07

P (μm) 2.21 ± 0.09 0.8 ± 0.07 Not measured

A comparison of the swimming of H. suis in PGM and culture broth BB10 at different pH values  shows that it too

exhibits pH-dependent swimming similar to H. pylori; H. suis exhibits fewer reversals in broth than H. pylori. In gastric

mucin, H. suis bacteria swim the fastest around pH 6, while H. pylori show peak swimming speed around pH 5. Both

species have a reduced speed and rate of body rotation at pH 4 in gastric mucin and are stuck in the gel phase of mucin.

The frequency of reversals decreases in mucin for both H. suis and H. pylori. Both of these Helicobacter spp. swim with

increased directional persistence in gastric mucin, resulting in straighter swimming trajectories which may be

advantageous in moving across the highly viscous mucus lining of the stomach.
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